New Caledonia

French Overseas Territory

Postcode

Postcode type and position

5 digits to the left of delivery office name. Postcodes of the French overseas department and territories all begin with 97 or 98. The third digit identifies the territory (8 for New Caledonia).

Coding method

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9 8 8 1 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

- delivery area
- Overseas Territory number
- Overseas Territory

Position of the address on the envelope

Bottom right-hand corner

Alignment of address lines

Left-aligned

Address format

France’s recommendations for the compilation of the address are applicable. For further details, please see the sheet “France”

Special note: You can subscribe renting a post office box in another location than its geographic address. Accordingly, the letter must be sent to a street address or a PO box address, but the geopostal address is prohibited on the sent items.

In New Caledonia, only NOUMEA has the service CEDEX. The CEDEX makes profit from particular services of distribution. Never remove this mention of an address because your sending will not profit any more from the particular treatment of the CEDEX correspondences.

Examples

Geographical address

Ms. CÉLINE BELLE
APPARTEMENT 15
BATIMENT LES JONQUILLES
24 RUE DES PALMIERS
98800 NOUMEA
NEW CALEDONIA

Postal delivery:

SOCIETE ERIC LAJOIE
SERVICE CONTENTIEUX
BP 10515
98810 MONT DORE
NEW CALEDONIA

Special to Noumea:

Mr. ERIC DUFOUR
BP 485
98845 NOUMEA CEDEX
NEW CALEDONIA

Contact

DIRECTION du COURRIER et du COLIS
2 rue MONTCHEVET
98841 NOUMEA CEDEX
NEW CALEDONIA

Email: bureau.distribution@opt.nc

Site Web

www.opt.nc